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Introduction
• Field studies are needed to acquire current US data on
sleep disturbance relative to varying degrees of aircraft
noise exposure to inform any potential policy considerations
• An inexpensive methodology of using actigraphy and
electrocardiography (ECG) has previously been found to
provide a sensitive measure of awakenings
• We established the feasibility of having study participants
complete unattended ECG and actigraphy measurements in
two pilot studies near Philadelphia and Atlanta Airport
(funded by ASCENT - COMPLETED)
• The two pilot studies were used to adjust the design of and
perform power calculations for the National Sleep Study
(funded by the FAA Tech Center- ONGOING)
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Approach-In Home Study
– Equipment is mailed to participant’s homes
– An instruction manual and videos are provided
on how to use the equipment
– Physiological Monitoring: 2 cable (1 channel)
ECG (1 kHz) and body movements (10 Hz)
– Sound recording equipment: Portable audio
recorder with class 1 microphone
– Total equipment cost for 1 setup ~$1500
– Participants take part for 5 consecutive nights
– Staff are available 24/7 by cell-phone to
answer questions
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Sampling Frame
Determination
• Obtained complete 2018 air traffic data for United States
from FAA (1 hour bins, separate for arrival and departure).
• Flights arriving on one runway and flights departing from
the opposite runway fly over similar regions. These flights
were combined into “Runway Groups”.

- e.g., Approach on RW07 + Take-off from RW25

• For airports to be included in the sampling frame, they had
to have at least one Runway Group with ≥ 1 aircraft
movement per hour in the period 10 PM – 7 AM (night).
• 666 Runway Groups at 111 airports fulfilled this criterion
(ca. 1.4 million records of data).
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Runway Group
Categorization
• We simulated our sleep study for each of the 666 Runway
Groups. For 50 out of 52 weeks (excluding the weeks of
Thanksgiving and Christmas), we simulated 10 subjects
living under each Runway Group (i.e., 500 simulations per
Runway Group total).
• We randomly drew a subject from the ATL and PHL pilot
studies and used the observed sleep period times of that
subject for our simulations, randomly drawing a sleep
period time from the selected subject (with replacement)
for 5 nights total.
• We counted the number of aircraft noise events this
simulated subject would have been exposed to. Raw counts
and percentiles were stored by Runway Group.
• Raw counts were also used for power calculations.
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Runway Group Categorization (2)
Low Traffic RGs

Medium Traffic RGs

High Traffic RGs

Runway Groups (RGs) were categorized into:
• Low Traffic: 0 events in the 5th percentile or median
number of <50 events
• Medium Traffic: >0 events in the 5th percentile and a
median number of 50-99 events
• High Traffic: >0 events in the 5th percentile and a median
number of at least 100 events
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Runway Group Categorization (3)
Runway Group Class

Total Number of Runway
Groups Across All Airports

Number of Airports Where This Runway
Group Class Has the Highest Traffic

• Based on the sleep study simulations:
– 69.7% of Runway Groups were classified as low traffic
– 17.9% of Runway Groups were classified as medium traffic
– 12.5% of Runway Groups were classified as high traffic
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Power Calculation Simulations
• Primary Outcome
– Exposure-response function that describes the relationship between
the maximum sound pressure level of an aircraft overflight
(measured inside the bedroom) and the probability to wake up
(inferred from changes in heart rate and body movements).
– We will also investigate this and other secondary outcomes in
relation to long-term average noise metrics (DNL and average
nighttime noise level Lnight) .

• Input data:
– Simulated sleep study, i.e., number of aircraft noise events sampled
over 5 nights in 500 simulated participants (see above)
– Indoor aircraft noise levels and awakenings observed in 4 prior field
studies: Cologne-Bonn, Frankfurt, Philadelphia, and Atlanta
(282 participants, 29,714 aircraft noise events).
– Population density underneath flight paths
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Power Calculation Simulations (2)
• We varied the following parameters and performed
separate simulations for each combination of parameters:
– Runway class: all traffic, medium and high traffic, high traffic only
– Sample size: 250, 300, 350, 400, 500 subjects
– Variance of random effects:
• Type 1: Empirical average of all pilots
• Type 2: Theoretically set person-specific variance inflation of 20%
• Type 3: Theoretically set person-specific variance inflation of 50%

– Sampling scheme:
• Uniform sampling: Individuals sampled with equal probability across
each runway group
• Population density sampling: Individuals sampled from a Runway Group
with a probability determined by the relative frequency of household
units underneath the flight path
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Power Calculation Simulations (3)
• A priori set criterion:
Half-width of 1.5% for the 95% confidence interval of the
exposure-response function at maximum sound pressure
level of 50 dB (Q3)
• Simulated data were reduced by a randomly selected 30%
and randomly selected 5% participants were deleted to
account for potential missing data.
Simulated exposure-response
function for N=400 subjects
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Power Calculations:
Recommendations
• We recommend sampling individuals only from medium and
high traffic runway group catchment areas.
– 202 Runway Groups at 77 airports

• We recommend stratified random population sampling, so
that the sample will be generalizable to the populations
most affected by aircraft noise.
– Sampling regions will be classified into 40<45 dB, 45<50 dB,
50<55 dB and ≥55 dB based on Lnight.
– Within these four strata, households will be sampled proportionately
to the number of households affected across all 77 airports with at
least one medium to high traffic Runway Group.

• We recommend to investigate a total of N=400 participants
over a period of 2 consecutive years.
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Next Steps
• OMB Approval
– Federal Register Notice submitted
– 60-day period to submit public comments expired 1/27/2020
– We received 7 comments, two of them addressing our study

• Data Collection Preparations
– Purchase and test equipment
– Hire and train personnel
– Review and revise study procedures
– Link address data to noise contours (Westat, ~April 2020)

• Data Collection
– Starts after OMB approval obtained, continues for 2 years
– Data analysis finalized 1 year after the end of data acquisition
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